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Abstract. In recent years, the increased use of digital tools within the
Peruvian tourism industry has created a corresponding increase in rev-
enues. However, both factors have caused increased competition in the
sector that in turn puts pressure on small and medium enterprises’ (SME)
revenues and profitability. This study aims to apply neural network based
sentiment analysis on social networks to generate a new information
search channel that provides a global understanding of user trends and
preferences in the tourism sector. A working data-analysis framework
will be developed and integrated with tools from the cloud to allow a
visual assessment of high probability outcomes based on historical data,
to help SMEs estimate the number of tourists arriving and places they
want to visit, so that they can generate desirable travel packages in ad-
vance, reduce logistics costs, increase sales, and ultimately improve both
quality and precision of customer service.

Keywords: Sentiment analysis · Framework · Predictive · Tourism ·

Cloud computing

1 Introduction

The tourism industry is an important sector of the world economy. In 2018,
global tourism increased 6% according to the United Nations World Tourism
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Organization (UNWTO), and it is expected to in-crease by 3% to 4% in 2019.
Despite the political and economic conflicts that continually arise around the
world, global tourism metrics continues to rise. According to the Ministry of
International Commerce and Tourism (MINCETUR in Spanish), in 2018, ap-
proximately 4.4 million foreign tourists visited Peru, 9.6% more than 2017, and
generated US $ 4.9 billion of revenue [1].

SMEs constitute the majority of tourism service providers nationwide, how-
ever, they lack the infrastructure and resources to provide products and services
to a greater number of people, since in order to be profitable they need to have a
minimum of packages purchased. For this reason, if they do not manage to have
this minimum of packages purchased, they need to outsource certain services to
a larger tourism company and reduce their profit margins. In addition to reduced
profits, there is considerable risk, as separating some of these services requires a
non-refundable pre-deposit.

With this study, a framework is proposed that will predict the number of
tourists who will visit an area and the packages they want to take, through
a long-term sentiment analysis and a short-term, real-time analysis of Twitter
posts. By applying sentiment analysis to these comments and posts, the system
estimates a general level of satisfaction with the destinations visited and can
thus estimate an increase or decrease in tourists during specific time periods.
These statistics will allow SMEs to significantly reduce the risk of not reaching
the minimum of packages purchased, and will even allow them to start building
personalized tour packages as they will meet the interests of tourists, and can
improve their profit margins.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Analysis of different languages

In the relevant research of language analysis, [3] developed a sentiment analysis
system for the two most used languages in Malaysia, English and Malay, focusing
on the lexicon, as the majority of the published research on sentiment analysis
has concentrated on the vocabularies of the English lexicon. However, [4] pre-
sented a language-independent sentiment analysis model, with the domain based
on n-grams of characters to improve classifier performance using the surrounding
context. The results confirmed that this approach of integrating the surrounding
context was more effective for data sets of different languages and domains. This
suggests that a model based on n-grams of characters for data sets of multiple
domains and languages is effective. Thus, a simple all-in-one classifier, that uses
a mix of labeled data in multiple languages (or domains) to train a model of sen-
timent classification, can compete with more sophisticated domain or language
adaptation techniques. On the other hand, [5] presents an innovative solution
that considers space and temporal dimensions, using automatic geolocation tech-
niques, for sentiment analysis of users that have a sense of belonging to a group.
Geolocation is language independent and does not make previous assumptions
about the users.
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In the case of the articles mentioned above, the outcomes show that the
sentiment analysis can be reliable. However, the proposed methods in [3], [4]
and [5] produce average accuracy due to the use of the slang, abbreviated words
and dialects widely used in social networks and thus difficult to decipher.

2.2 Sentiment Analysis in the Tourism Industry

In relation to sentiment analysis in the tourism industry, [6] and [7] designed a
model to analyze hotel customers’ comments, [8] analyzed the flight experience of
airline passengers from their social network comments, and [9] applied different
sentiment analysis approaches for tourism in general, reviewing and evaluating
them in terms of data sets used and performance relative to key evaluation
metrics.

Nevertheless, most of the available hotel review or flight experience text
data sets lack labels. As they represent feelings, attitudes and opinions that are
commonly full of idiomatic expressions, onomatopoeias, homophones, phonemes,
alliterations and acronyms, they are difficult to decipher and require a large
amount of work to pre-process [6], [7], [8]. In particular, [8] uses sentiment anal-
ysis techniques to analyze negative, neutral and positive feelings in relation to
the top ten airlines in the United States. And [9] outlines future research in
tourism analysis as part of an expansive, Big Data approach.

2.3 Social Network

Regarding social networks, [10] developed a Sentiment Analysis Engine (SAE)
that estimates the sentiment of users in terms of positive, negative or neutral
polarity. Their SAE is based on the classification of an automatic text learning
model, trained by real data flows deriving from different social network platforms
that specialize in user opinion (for example, TripAdvisor). Monitoring and senti-
ment classification are then carried out on the continuously extracted comments
from publicly available social networks such as Facebook, Twitter and Insta-
gram, a procedure that [11] performs as well. In a specific case, [12] presents a
model for analyzing the impact of a brand by fusing real data collected from
Twitter over a 14-month period, and also analyzes the revisions that covers the
existing methods and approaches in the sentiment analysis. In a more general
case, [13] suggests a framework consisting of analysis modules and linguistic re-
sources where two main analysis modules are run by a classification algorithm
that automatically assigns class appropriate labels of intent and sentiment for
a given text. However, [14] demonstrates that addressing negation can improve
the final system and thus developed an unsupervised polarity classification sys-
tem, based on the integration of external knowledge. To evaluate this influence, a
group of tweets were first analyzed by their suggested unsupervised polarity clas-
sification system to detect negation, and then under a sentiment analysis that
considered their detected negation, and a control that didn’t. As seen above,
traditional sentiment analysis emphasizes the classification of web comments in
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positive, neutral and negative categories. However, [15] goes beyond classifica-
tion of sentiments by focusing on techniques that can detect the specific topics
that correspond to positive and negative opinions. Combining these techniques
can help understand the general reach of sentiment as well as sentiment drivers.
Contrary to the articles previously mentioned, [16] analyzes the textual content
as well as the visual one. As the old saying goes, “a picture is worth a thousand
words”, and the image tweet is a great example of a multimodal sentiment.

In conclusion, each article reviewed here has a different approach in analyz-
ing social network sentiment, as they attack the problem from their individual
perspective. For example, [16] focuses on the sentiment analysis based on visual
and multimedia information. The results obtained in [14] reveal that the anal-
ysis of negation can greatly improve the accuracy of the final system. And [11]
concludes that information extraction techniques based on Twitter allow for the
collection of direct answers from a target public, and therefore provide a valu-
able understanding of public sentiment to predict an overall opinion of a specific
product. In order to train its classification model, [13] suggests the linguistic
resources of corpus and lexicon. Corpus consists of a collection of texts manually
labeled with the appropriate classes of intention and sentiment. Lexicon consists
of general terms of opinions and clusters of words that help to identify the inten-
tionality and the sentiment. This later process requires manual entry of a large
quantity of information and is therefore quite complicated and time-intensive.

2.4 Types of Neural Networks

In recent years, deep artificial neural networks, including recurrents, have won
numerous pattern recognition and machine learning competitions. [17] summa-
rizes succinctly the significant work of the last millennium. Shallow and deep
learners are distinguished by the depth of their credit allocation routes, which
are the chains of possibly learnable, causal links between actions and effects.
Deep supervised learning, non-supervised learning, reinforcement learning, evo-
lutive calculation, and indirect search of short programs that codify big and
deep networks are reviewed. [18] looks to provide a complete tutorial and survey
about recent developments, with the objective of enabling the efficient process-
ing of deep neural networks (DNNs). Specifically, it provides a general vision
of DNNs and analyzes several hardware platforms and architectures that can
run them. It also summarizes the various development resources that allow re-
searchers and professionals to get started in the field. [19] and [20] each devel-
oped Sentiment Analysis (SA) based on experiments in different Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) configurations, with [19] implemented on Hindi movie
reviews collected from newspapers and online websites. The dataset was manu-
ally annotated by three native hindi speakers for model training preparation and
experiments were carried out by using different numbers of convolution layers
with a variable quantity and size of filters. [21] presents a similar model to [19],
with neural convolution networks. However, the original model of convolution
neural networks ignores sentence structure, a very important aspect of textual
sentiment analysis. For this reason, [21] adds the association of parts to the
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convolution neural network, which allows the model to understand the sentence
structure. To counteract a lack of data and actually improve the model’s gener-
alization capacity, [21] employs a generative adversarial network to obtain the
common characteristics associated with emotions. Also, [22] suggests a sentiment
classification model with a convolutional neural network that uses representa-
tions of several words to represent words that have not been pre-trained. The
experimental outcomes of three data sets show that the suggested model, with
an additional character-level integration method, improves the accuracy of the
sentiment classification. On the other hand, [23] suggests a multiple attention
network (MAN) for sentiment analysis that learns word and phrase level char-
acteristics. MAN uses the vectorial representation of the input sequence as an
objective in the first attention layer to locate the words that contribute to the
sentiment of the sentence.

As has been shown, there are many models and configurations of neural
networks, some more effective than others depending on their application and
desired analysis. This is the case with [21], as opposed to [19], because it can
overcome a lack of data availability. In the case of [23], where even though
an individual word can indicate subjectivity, it can give insufficient context to
determine the orientation of the sentiment. The authors posit that this sentiment
analysis usually requires multiple steps of reasoning. Therefore, they applied a
second attention layer to explore the information of the phrase around the key
word.

3 Proposed model

3.1 Model analysis

To support SMEs, we present the following framework (Fig. 1) that analyzes in-
formation from social networks on a cloud platform to create a tourism preference
metric that helps create desirable tourism packages. This is very important for
SME tourist agencies because their business model relies on presenting desirable
travel packages for travelers to visit tourist destinations. Historically, agencies
used word of mouth information and in some cases, surveys, to design their
travel packages, both of which lacked reliability. With the suggested framework,
information is collected from social networks and review sites and processed in a
low-cost, high performance, cloud platform that uses neural networks to analyze
and calculate traveler sentiment. These outcomes are stored in a datastore where
metrics/reports can be generated in the future. Performance indicators and rep-
resentations of place and time trends will show where tourists feel more satisfied
or motivated. With this information, tourist agencies can create better packages
that reflect historic travelers’ mood, and a more personalized sales environment.

3.2 Components

Fig. 2 shows the process of extraction of the information from Google and Twit-
ter, first by a filter (hashtag), then the sentiment analysis to generate the charts
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Fig. 1. Framework.

that will present the trends and tourist satisfaction in relation to the different
destinations.

Input For data input we use two platforms: Twitter and Google Places/Maps.
The Twitter platform will be used for measuring user motivation at a specific
time, because this network fits with this type of analysis.

Twitter / motivation The motivation data source will be Twitter, a platform
commonly known for sharing people’s mood or opinion at a specific moment and
thus effective for measuring tourist motivation at different locations in real time.
This information, related to trips, tourism, etc., will be collected in a massive
way using related hashtags, which will provide the first source of data about
tourist destinations during specific time periods.

Google Places/Maps satisfaction The second platform that will be used is Google
Places/Maps. This network will be used for quantifying user satisfaction with
registered places as this network focuses on opinions and levels of customer
service. Google Places/Maps generates a more historical type of information as
it doesn’t operate with the real time aspect of Twitter, but provides us a more
specific channel for information.

Cloud To process the information, a Cloud platform will be used to help SMEs
reduce operating costs (servers purchases, trainings, implementation, mainte-
nance, etc.) and provide an market accepted processing speed and uptime stan-
dard of service.
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Fig. 2. Information Analysis Process.
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Web server

– Tools.
• Sent analysis. We will use neural networks for sentiment analysis on

the massive information collected from Twitter and Google reviews to
measure satisfaction/motivation for a specific moment and destination
and ultimately quantify targeted users’ moods. As the amount of data
due to the number of opinions found in social networks is so large, the
historical method of surveys or word of mouth opinions cannot possibly
match the breadth of information from these networks. This information
is vital for generating metrics and establishing trends.

• Db. After being retrieved, the information will be stored in a database
for persistence and accessibility for the application of our neural network
to assess our main parameters: travel trends and popular destinations,
or those destinations that present an elevated positive emotion.

• Neural network. For the sentiment analysis we use neural networks to
calculate the emotion users display on social networks. The neural net-
work for this study is Deep Feed Forward [24]. This network combines
the wide and deep models to allow a high capacity of abstraction and
processing speed. This network will use the previously extracted, trans-
formed and loaded social network input data for its analysis.

– System.
• Analyzed data. After the social network data is organized by the neural

network, it is stored in a datastore for metric and trend analysis.
• Organized Data. At this stage the analyzed data is organized for data

mining by separation/granularizating for time and location to create a
decision-making spectrum for the creation of travel packages.

– Safety Support. Safety support will manage user access/communication/sessions
for better organization and customer service.

Output Organized data will be presented through charts and indicators to show
destination trends with respect to specific time periods to improve the selection
or creation of tour packages and thus provide a better experience to customers.

Trends charts These charts will show the evolution of social network users’
moods regarding the tour destinations, presenting a timeline that will help pre-
dict when the travel packages could have the best reception.

KPIs These indicators will be used to evaluate the acceptance across different
destinations at specific moments in time.

4 Validation

4.1 Case

To validate the model presented, we used a case study to demonstrate that the
proposal successfully solves the needs of SMEs in the Peruvian tourism market.
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4.2 OT S.A.C. Company Information

OT S.A.C is a small tourist agency business that sells and distributes tour pack-
ages, with ten employees and monthly revenues of approximately $29,000. It is
located in the district of Santiago de Surco, in the city of Lima, Peru. Its main
suppliers are wholesale companies that provide it with a list of packages for sale
and distribution. In turn, OT S.A.C. sells custom packages as requested by their
clients. From its early stages, according to national regulations regarding tourist
package distributors, this company benefited by its portfolio of existing clients.
As new companies entered the market in the same category and with the same
products, price competition began and spurred a sudden growth in the sector.

Under these circumstances, the owners and managers focused on the use of
new technologies to maintain or improve sales levels. That is why we proposed
this emerging technology process model to OT S.A.C.

4.3 Implementation

In Fig. 3 the ETL (Extraction, Transform and Load) process is shown. This
process is used for the ex-traction of data from the social networks, the trans-
formation of those data, and the loading of those data into the database.

4.4 Program / APIs

For the framework implementation we developed a web tool that collects data
from the Twitter and Google Places/Maps social networks using their respective
APIs. With the Twitter API, tweets at a specific time can be collected and fil-
tered by hashtags chosen for their relevance/closeness to tourism topics (Fig. 4).
This data is filtered and cleaned of special characters, URLs, emoticons, and
other factors that can negatively affect the sentiment analysis. Then, the data
is sent to the cloud service where it will be processed and stored.

All reviews will collect the geographic location information they make ref-
erence to (Fig. 5). This information will be sent afterward to the API of the
sentiment analysis tool. This will evaluate each request and will send the output
of the analysis to the database API for future use.

4.5 Sentiment analysis

For the implementation of sentiment analysis, 3 types of neural networks were
compared: densely connected neural network (basic neural network), convolu-
tional neural network (CNN) and short-term memory network (LSTM), which
is a variant of the networks recurrent neural. To choose which type of neural
network has the best performance, the 3 models were trained with the same
database. The database used was [25], which contains sentences labeled with
positive or negative feelings. In total there were 2748 sentences, which are la-
beled with a score, 1 (for positive) and 0 (for negative), as shown in (Fig. 6).
The sentences come from three websites: imdb.com, amazon.com and yelp.com.
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Fig. 3. ETL – Extraction, Transform, Load.

Fig. 4. Hashtags used for the filtering.
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Fig. 5. Filtered, cleaned and stored tweets.

Fig. 6. Positive and negative sentences.
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Densely Donnected Neural Network The first neural network to be tested
is a simple deep neural network. The embedment layer will have an input length
of 100, the dimension of the output vector will also be 100, and the dense layer of
10,000 parameters. For the activation function, the sigmoid function was used.
The Adam optimizer was used to compile the model. For the training of the
neural network, 80% of the data was used, and 20% for validation. At the end
of the training, the training precision was around 81.9% and the test precision
was 73.2% (Fig. 7). This means that the model is over-fitted, this occurs when
the model performs better in the training set than the test set. Ideally, the
performance difference between sets should be minimal.

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) The convolutional neural network
is a type of network that is mainly used for the classification of 2D data, such as
images. A convolutional network tries to find specific characteristics in an image.
Convolutional neural networks have also been found to work well with text data.
Although text data is one-dimensional, 1D convolutional neural networks can be
used to extract features from our data.

The created CNN has 1 convolutional layer and 1 grouping layer. The one-
dimensional convolutional layer has 128 neurons. The kernel size is 5 and the
activation function used is sigmoid. As can be seen in (Fig. 8), the training
precision for CNN is 92.5%, and the test precision 83%.

Recurrent Neural Network (LSTM) Lastly, the LSTM, which is a network
that works well with sequence data such as text, which is a sequence of words,
will be tested. In this case, the LSTM layer will have 128 neurons, just like CNN.
As can be seen in (Fig. 9), the training precision is 86% and the test precision
is 85%, higher than that of CNN.

The result shows that the difference between the precision values for the train-
ing and the test sets is much smaller compared to the simple neural network and
CNN. Furthermore, the difference between the loss values is also insignificant,
therefore, it can be concluded that LSTM is the best algorithm for this case.

For text analysis, it is first cleaned of HTML code and symbols (Fig. 10)

Then the feeling of the phrase is predicted. the sigmoid function predicts a
floating value between 0 and 1. If the value is less than 0.5, the sentiment is
considered negative, and if it is greater than 0.5, the sentiment is considered
positive. The result is as follows (Fig. 11):

The sentiment value for the instance is 0.87, which means that the sentiment
is positive.

Finally, these results are presented in web-based statistical tables, where users
can select the statistics they need for making their decisions (Fig. 12).

Fig. 13 shows a chart generated by the system, where satisfaction is shown in
different countries, where 1 is a very positive comment and -1 is a very negative
one. This chart has been generated from 5,000 tweets that were filtered to show
only comments made in June 2019.
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Fig. 7. Densely Donnected Neural Network.
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Fig. 8. Convolutional Neural Network
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Fig. 9. Recurrent Neural Network

Fig. 10. Clean text.
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Fig. 11. Result of sentiment analysis.

Fig. 12. Web Platform.

Fig. 13. Generated chart.
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4.6 Implementation Outcomes

As a result of the use of the framework, data collected from social networks is
processed by the sentiment analysis tool and organized so that users can un-
derstand the tourism trends that occur during specific time periods. Through
charts or a trend line, users will be able to see when the highest positive sen-
timent occurs for a specific destination, and thus present travel packages with
a high probability of desirability and acceptance. Through this framework, the
travel packages presented will have a higher probability of customer satisfaction.
The outcomes of Twitter analysis we will be able to rate the users’ mood or mo-
tivation across time. The outcomes from Google Reviews analysis will concern
satisfaction levels, helping quantify the quality level of services offered at differ-
ent destinations. These two metrics, generated through the experiences shared
on social network, will help agencies design better travel packages.

4.7 Segmentation

The scenarios presented were generated from the data collected throughout the
project. Our first scenario presents the picture of travel and tourism sentiment
from different countries. The next scenario shows the number of tweets about
specific tourism topics, which reveals to us the mood of a country regarding those
topics. The last shows us raw data that companies can use to build their charts
and metrics. With these scenarios, we can have a wider dataset from which to
analyze tourism topics from different countries across time.

Fig. 14. Average ranking of countries per month.

Scenario 1 – Average ranking of countries per month The preceding
chart shows the average ranking obtained from tweets collected in June and
processed through the sentiment analysis tool. It shows what countries have
presented a positive attitude related to travel and tourism on social networks.
From this, we can visualize which countries have a better reception to tourism
topics and can evaluate which periods of time would be better for trip planning
and travel package presentation.
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Fig. 15. Sum of the score of countries per day.

Scenario 2 – Sum of the score of countries per day In this chart, we
show the sum of the sentiment analysis scores of tweets on specific days, by
country. The chart is segmented by days, to present a more detailed vision of
the sentiment in different countries on travel and tourism topics. The score is
added to give a dimension to the number of tweets generated and to see what
amount of people are discussing the topic in social networks. By taking into
account the number of tweets generated and the scores obtained, we can have
an idea of the tourism picture in different countries. With this, companies can
make better decisions as to what are the best times to organize tourist packages.

Fig. 16. Analyzed Tweets.

Scenario 3 – Analyzed Tweets This chart shows an abstract from the ob-
tained tweets. The table shows the time where the tweet was collected and its
sentiment analysis. The Magnitude is the numeric equivalent of the intensity of
the sentiment shown in the tweet, while the Score shows how positive or nega-
tive the tweet has been rated. With this information we can generate charts and
metrics to help with company decision-making.
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4.8 Case study result

After the process model implementation and thanks to the support of the web
tool, OT SAC reduced decision-making time by 60%, to an average of 6 days (in
a 3-8 day range).

Due to the support provided by the sentiment analysis, OT SAC was able to
reduce logistic expenditures, as seen in Table 1. In addition to increasing travel
package sales, they were able to create their own packages, reducing dependence
on a wholesale company (See Table 2).

Table 1. Loss by logistic expenditures.

Loss caused by logistical expenses ($)

Before After

Annual expenses caused by
price difference

4824.24 Annual expenses caused by
price difference

3600

Annual loss caused by
purchases

11,104.3 Annual loss caused by
purchases

7773.01

Loss % 57% Loss % 27%

Indicator Critic Indicator Positive

Table 2. Before and after sales comparison.

Sales comparison ($)

Before After

Separation of Package with
Wholesaler

10% Separation of Package with
Wholesaler

0%

Coordination with
transport

5% Coordination with
transport

5%

Average sales 6 Average sales 13

Total price $ 2810 Total price $ 2810

Gain per package(20%-10%) $ 281 Gain per package(20%) $ 562

Total gain $1686 Total gain $ 7384

Regarding the results, we can say the following:

Before implementing the process model, the company lost customers for not
responding to requirements on time, and lost package reservations due to not
considering clients’ needs. However, after implementation, not only could cus-
tomers’ needs be more effectively considered, but the company was able to ne-
gotiate more favorable rates with suppliers that will generate a greater profit
margin.
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5 Discussion

The neural network has been trained with sentences in English, however, it can
be trained with any other language. An already analyzed database was used,
since it requires a large number of already analyzed sentences to train the neural
network, however, for it to perform better it is recommended to train it with
more updated comments and using slangs, so that it can analyze the comments
with more precision.

The proposed system does not interpret emojis, and in many comments the
sentiment information is contained in these, that is why, it is recommended to
assign a word to each emoji and train the network with these values so that you
can later interpret the emojis.

6 Conclusions

The results show that the framework will help SME tourist agencies use historical
data and sentiment analysis to offer more desirable, customized travel packages.

The generation of charts and trends will vary according to the user necessity,
by place, time, etc., and is immediate since all of the information required is
organized and stored in a datastore in the cloud.

Some tweets do not present any sentiment by text, but rather through a
picture attached to the tweet. Further research should investigate adding a sys-
tem of sentiment analysis of images to the developed text-based framework to
provide an even more accurate analysis.
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